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these simulations, the WRF model is initialized and driven by 3-hourly ERA5 global reanalysis at 0.25° resolu-
tion (Hersbach et al., 2018a, 2018b), ROMS by the daily MERCATOR International global reanalysis at 1/12° 
resolution (Lellouche et al., 2018), and WW3 by seven spectral points obtained from the global 1/2° resolution 
WW3 simulations (Rascle & Ardhuin, 2013). The initial conditions for ROMS and WW3 were obtained from the 
respective ROMS-only and WW3-only spin-up simulations forced by ERA5 atmospheric forcing (starting from 
1 January 2019). In ROMS, the tidal forcing is obtained using the Oregon State University Tidal Prediction Soft-
ware (Egbert & Erofeeva, 2002) and applied as a 2-D open boundary condition by prescribing the tidal period, 
elevation amplitude, current phase angle, current inclination angle, the minimum and maximum tidal current, and 
ellipse semi-minor axes for 13 major tidal constituents. Daily climatology estimates of the Amazon and River 
and Orinoco River discharges are obtained from the Observatory Service SO-HyBAM database (https://hybam.
obs-mip.fr/), which are prescribed as point sources close to the river mouths in our grid.

The second set of simulations presented in Section 3 is identical to that of the 6-month-long simulations, except 
that WRF, ROMS, and WW3 are initialized from respectively 3-hourly ERA5 global reanalysis for the atmos-
phere and ROMS-only and WW3-only spin-up simulations for the ocean and waves as described above and run 
on a particular day (8 January 2020) as a case study investigation. The motivation for the short simulations with 
the identical initial condition is to isolate the immediate impacts on z0 and τ before the coupled feedback begins 
to alter the state variables. One could use the identical input state variables to estimate the air-sea fluxes offline 
using different COARE formulations. This yields similar results (not shown), indicating that the difference we 
show in Section 3 is not due to the difference in state variables, but due to the formulation difference. One notable 
advantage to use the fully coupled model simulation is that it allows for evaluating the wind response beyond 
the  surface layer (e.g., Figure 6c), and potentially large-scale feedback effects via the coupling.

Table 1 summarizes four experiments conducted in this study, where the only difference is in the way z0 is param-
eterized in COARE3.5. In the first run (dubbed WSDF), the wind speed only formulation is used (hence, only 
WRF-ROMS coupling), while in the second run (WBF), the default WBF is used (WRF-ROMS-WW3). These 

Table 1 
Summary of the Different Scripps Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Regional Experiments

Experiments z0 parameterization Relative wind Wave period Misaligned wave

WSDF Wind speed (Equation 5) Yes / /
WBF Wave age + wave steepness (Equation 8) Yes Tp No
WBF_θ Wave age + wave steepness (Equation 11) Yes Tp Yes
WBF_Tm Wave age + wave steepness (Equation 12) Yes Tm No
Note. WSDF, wind-speed-dependent formulation; WBF, wave-based formulations.

Figure 3. Snapshots of (a) 10-m wind speeds (shading, m s −1) and direction (arrows) and (b) peak wave age (shading) and wave peak direction (arrows) on 8 January 
2020 at 0600 UTC.
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energy density from the shorter-period waves is much weaker. In the center of the domain (Figure 14b), where 
the sea state is dominated by wind-waves and waves near equilibrium (the wave age here is 1.1), the directional 
spreading is also quite large, but with higher energy in the wind waves and weaker energy in the swell.

The sea state in this region appears to be mixed ubiquitously between wind waves and swell in winter, leading to 
a large wave directional spreading. However, since the peak energy density is well separated between the swell 
(in the northern point, Figure 14a) and the wind waves (in the southern point, Figure 14b), we anticipate that the 
use of waves' direction variance in the bulk formula or the spectrally-averaged wave direction in the bulk formula, 
would yield qualitatively similar results. For this reason, in the present study, only the peak direction of the waves 
is used to account for the misaligned wave effect on z0 in COARE. However, it is possible that by using the peak 
wave direction we would grossly underrepresent some unresolved processes contributing to the directional spread 
of waves, and its impact on z0.

6. Conclusion
This study investigated the role of surface waves in surface roughness length (z0) and surface stress (τ) in the 
persistent and strong trade winds and swell-dominated Northwestern Tropical Atlantic Ocean during the boreal 
winter season. The main objective is to evaluate how accurately the air-sea momentum flux is represented in 
advanced bulk flux algorithms such as COARE3.5 when compared to the direct surface flux measurements. In 
this investigation, estimated z0 and τ from four different SCOAR ocean-atmosphere-wave coupled model simula-
tions are analyzed. The results show that the estimated z0 and τ differences strongly depend on wind speeds and 
wave age regimes. Wind sea or fully-developed sea under high winds are characterized by the enhanced wave 
slope and choppy surface (Figure 5b), which effectively increases the surface drag, and τ. The increased surface 
drag decelerates the near-surface winds (Figure 6c).
However, in the mixed sea condition, where moderate to high wind speeds (10–12 m s −1) co-occur with decaying 
swell, the WBF tends to underestimate z0 compared to the WSDF and τ compared to the measurements. The 
weak stress then accelerates the near-surface wind speed by 5% over the region of negative change in wind work 
(Figure 6d). The sea state, in this high wave age region, is strongly misaligned with the local wind (Figure 5d), 
indicating the presence of remotely-generated swell. However, despite the swell-dominated sea state, the obser-
vations suggest that the wind seas in this mixed sea condition should continue to support the momentum flux due 
to moderate-to-high wind speeds, thereby increasing τ with wind speed (Figure 7).

The different approaches were explored in this study to alleviate the low-stress bias in the COARE3.5 WBF under 
the mixed sea regime. The first approach involves re-defining wave age using the mean period of the waves to 

Figure 14. Normalized wave spectrum energy density (m 2s deg −1) plotted in period (s) space from (a) one point in the northern part of the domain under swell 
influence and (b) one point in the center part of the domain on 8 January 2020 at 0600 UTC for wave-based formulations.
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1. Wind Speed Dependent Formulation (WSDF)

• Assumes wind-wave equilibrium (χ~1.2)
• Assumes waves are aligned with winds (θ=0)

• Violated in mixed seas, as well as near strong 
density/vorticity fronts, shallow fetch-limited 
oceans, and rapidly translating cyclones

2. Wave-Based Formulation (WBF)

COARE3.5 WSDF  (black dots) :     

(1) - COARE3.5 WBF

(2) – Porchetta et al. 2019,2020

(3) – My test.. mix (1) and (2)
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has been successfully used to compute bulk fluxes over the
oceans for decades. A fit to the data between jz/Lj, 0:04
and the mean of the data between jz/Lj, 0:01 both pro-
vide a von K!arm!an constant of 0.40, which is the most
commonly assigned value in the literature.
There is more uncertainty in the dimensionless shear

under stable conditions, but the same can be said for
surface layers over land. The average data follow the
Businger–Dyer function out to z/L ; 0.5 but then in-
crease less rapidly. The COARE 3.0 algorithm relies
on the formulation presented by Beljaars and Holtslag
(1991) for stable conditions, which models the roll off
under highly stable conditions using several tunable
parameters. The values used in the COARE3.0 function
agree well with the bin-averaged data as shown in Fig. 5.
It should be noted that the data do not compare well
with the RASEX parameterization under stable condi-
tions reported by Vickers and Mahrt (1999). However,
this discrepancy is effectively removed by limiting the data
to wind directions that provide long fetch. This restriction
is believed to removemany of the complications that arise
because of surface-layer adjustment from land to sea over
short fetch as described in Mahrt et al. (1998, 2001).
The agreement between the individual datasets and

previously used parameterizations strongly suggests that
the use of flux–profile relationships based on MO simi-
larity is valid in the marine surface layer for cp/U10N less
than 2.5. However, there are small differences between
the COARE 3.0 algorithm and the data over all stability
conditions. For example, the bin-averaged values of the
dimensionless shear under unstable conditions are slightly
lower than COARE 3.0 in near-neutral conditions and
fall above and below the line for more convective condi-
tions. In fact, the average data fall between the COARE
3.0 algorithm and the parameterizations reported by
Vickers and Mahrt (1999) in near-neutral conditions.
This suggests that the data may still be influenced by

waves, which violates the assumptions made for MO
similarity. For example, upon close examination of the
individual datasets, the RASEX data taken over shallow
water with generally younger sea conditions fall slightly
below the CBLAST and FLIP taken under moremature
sea conditions. However, these differences are subtle,
and an investigation on the impact of surface waves on
shear production is ongoing. Therefore, for the remainder
of this investigation, it is assumed that the measurements
are generally made above the WBL (i.e., for z $ 4m)
and that MO similarity is valid. Stability corrections are
made using the COARE 3.0 algorithm.

b. Neutral drag coefficient

The results from section 2a suggest that our mea-
surements are above the WBL. However, this does not

mean that surface waves do not strongly impact mo-
mentum exchange over the ocean. In fact, once the sea
becomes fully rough, the waves are expected to have
a first-order impact onmomentum exchange as roughness
elements. As such, waves strongly impact the lower
boundary condition of the wind profile (i.e., the roughness
length) even if they do not strongly impact the shape of the
wind profile. In this study, the role of surface waves in
momentum exchange through surface roughness is in-
vestigated using the neutral drag coefficient defined as

CDN(z/z0)5
2uw

U2
NG

5

!
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ln(z/z0)

"2
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where the subscript N denotes neutral atmospheric
stratification. The DC measurements of the momentum
flux are combined with stability-corrected wind speeds
to directly compute the neutral drag coefficient. These
measurements can then be used to develop parameter-
ization of the flux in terms of the surface roughness as
done in this investigation.
The COARE algorithm parameterizes the surface

roughness by separating it into two terms

z05 zsmooth
0 1 zrough0 , (6)

where zsmooth
0 accounts for ‘‘roughness’’ of the ocean

when it is aerodynamically smooth and the surface stress
is supported by viscous shear. The second term zrough0

accounts for the actual roughness elements driven by the
wind stress in the form of surface gravity waves (e.g., Liu
et al. 1979; Smith 1988; Fairall et al. 1996). The smooth-
flow component of the total roughness is often param-
eterized in terms of the roughness Reynolds number
(i.e., the ratio of the inertial to viscous forces), which
results in

zsmooth
0 5g

n

u*
, (7)

where n is the kinematic viscosity, and g is the roughness
Reynolds number for smooth flow, which has been de-
termined to be 0.11 from laboratory experiments. The
rough-flow component is often parameterized using the
scaling proposed by Charnock (1955):

zrough0 5a
u2*
g
, (8)

where a is Charnock coefficient, and g is the gravita-
tional acceleration. The Charnock coefficient is the
normalized roughness and takes the dimensionless form
of an inverse Froude number as it represents the ratio of
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significant wave height

inverse 
“peak” wave age

the gravitational restoring force to the inertial forces
(i.e., the wind stress) generating the roughness elements.
As such, this parameterization represents the roughness
of the wind waves, which support a significant fraction
of the surface stress as the surface transitions to fully
rough.
The combination of the viscous and wave-induced

stresses is often used to define the total surface stress:

t5 tn 1 tw , (9)

where tv and tw are the viscous and wave-induced
components, respectively. The viscous stress supports
most of the momentum exchange at wind speeds below
3ms21. The surface waves support most of the surface
stress via form drag (normal stress) once the sea be-
comes fully rough, which occurs for wind speeds above
approximately 7.5m s21 (Donelan 1990). Between
these two extremes lies a transitional regime (Kraus
and Businger 1994) where the surface waves support
a substantial fraction of the stress (Banner and Peirson
1998). It should be noted, however, that while these
stress components are additive, the drag coefficients
defined by the individual roughness components are
not, that is,
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Therefore, the individual roughness lengths cannot be
used to directly estimate the stress components. Instead,
the COARE algorithm uses these parameterizations to
estimate the total roughness

z0 5 g
n

u*
1a

u2*
g
, (11)

which is then used to compute the drag coefficient and
the total stress using (1) and (2) as described by Fairall
et al. (2003).
The investigation will focus on the parameterization

of the rough-flow component through the Charnock
coefficient. This coefficient was originally referred to as
the Charnock constant but is now known to vary as
a function of, for example, wind speed, wave age, and
sea state. The behavior of the Charnock coefficient as a
function of wind speed is investigated in section 2c. This
is followed by investigations of the wage-age and sea-
state dependence of the Charnock coefficient in sections

2d and 2e; where wave age quantifies the stage of wave
development, while sea state characterizes the current
conditions in term of, for example, wave height, wave
period, and wave steepness. The investigation then
provides a means to reconcile the wind speed– and wave
age–dependent formulation over the open ocean in
section 3, and discusses their behavior at high and low
winds in sections 3a and 3b. The investigation concludes
with a summary that includes a comparison of the DC
momentum fluxes versus the parameterizations devel-
oped in this study in section 3c.

c. Wind speed–dependent formulation

In the COARE 3.0 algorithm (Fairall et al. 2003), the
roughness length due to zrough0 is parameterized using
a wind speed–dependent formulation:

a5
gzrough0

u2*
5 f1(U10N) , (12)

where a is a function of wind speed, andU10N is the wind
speed at 10m under neutral conditions. Direct estimates
of the stability-corrected (neutral) drag coefficient are
shown in Fig. 6 along with the COARE 3.0 parameter-
ization, which blends the smooth- and rough-flow pa-
rameterization given by (11). The combination of the
smooth-flow parameterization that increases with de-
creasing wind and a rough-flow parameterization that
increases with increasing wind results in a minimum in
the total roughness. Kraus and Businger (1994) predict
that the roughness length and thereby the drag co-
efficient are expected to have aminimum for u* between
0.07 and 0.11m s21, which corresponds to a wind speed
between 2 and 3m s21. There is clear evidence for this
minimum in Fig. 6.
The neutral drag coefficients are in good agreement

with COARE 3.0 over moderate wind conditions.
However, there are differences at the lowest and highest
wind speeds where COARE 3.0 over- and underestimates
the drag, respectively. Therefore, the combined dataset is
used to refine the dependence of the Charnock coefficient
as a function of wind speed. This is accomplished through
the following steps.

1) Individual estimates of the neutral drag coefficients
at 10m are computed from measurements following
(5) as shown by the upper panel of Fig. 6.

2) The measured CD10N are then averaged into 1m s21

bins of U10N as shown by the middle panel of
Fig. 6.

3) Likewise, the measurements of uw are separately bin
averaged according to U10N to reduce some of the
self correlation between these variables.
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How is surface roughness parameterized?

(Fairall et al. 1996). The algorithm was subsequently
modified and validated at higher winds in the vers-
ion known as COARE 3.0 (Fairall et al. 2003). The
COARE drag coefficient is parameterized as a func-
tion of atmospheric stability, gustiness, and surface
roughness as
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2uw
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2uw
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where z is the height above the surface; k is the von
K!arm!an constant, z0 is the aerodynamic roughness
length; cm is a dimensionless function that account for
the effects of atmospheric stratification; and G is the
gustiness parameter given by the ratio of the wind speed
Sr to vector-averaged wind Ur (Beljaars and Holtslag,
1991). The gustiness parameter attempts to account for
momentum, heat, and mass exchange at very low wind
speeds where the vector-averaged wind can vanish, but
the average wind speed is nonzero because of gustiness.
As a result, shear-driven turbulence produced by these
gusts can drive significant exchange in convective con-
ditions (Fairall et al. 1996).

The cm(z/L) function accounts for the departure of
the actual wind profile from its semilogarithmic form
due to stability. The stability correction that is related to
the integral of the dimensionless gradient
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and u*[ (2uw)1/2 is the velocity scaling parameter
known as the friction velocity. Determination of the
dimensionless shear, and flux–profile relationships in
general (e.g., Edson et al. 2004), requires fluxes and their
associated gradients.

a. Dimensionless shear

Flux–profile measurements were made during the
RASEX,MBL and CBLAST programs that utilized two
oversea towers and the R/P FLIP as shown in Fig. 4. The
setups used on the RASEX and CBLAST towers are

FIG. 1. (left) The 2.7-m foam-hull buoy and (right) ASIS platform used during the CLIMODE program to provide
DC estimates of the momentum and heat fluxes. The moored buoy was successfully deployed for 15 months in the
Gulf Stream, while the ASIS was deployed for 14 days.
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(Fairall et al. 1996). The algorithm was subsequently
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ion known as COARE 3.0 (Fairall et al. 2003). The
COARE drag coefficient is parameterized as a func-
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roughness as
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and u*[ (2uw)1/2 is the velocity scaling parameter
known as the friction velocity. Determination of the
dimensionless shear, and flux–profile relationships in
general (e.g., Edson et al. 2004), requires fluxes and their
associated gradients.

a. Dimensionless shear

Flux–profile measurements were made during the
RASEX,MBL and CBLAST programs that utilized two
oversea towers and the R/P FLIP as shown in Fig. 4. The
setups used on the RASEX and CBLAST towers are

FIG. 1. (left) The 2.7-m foam-hull buoy and (right) ASIS platform used during the CLIMODE program to provide
DC estimates of the momentum and heat fluxes. The moored buoy was successfully deployed for 15 months in the
Gulf Stream, while the ASIS was deployed for 14 days.
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you are in the surface layer above wave influences (e.g.,
Edson and Fairall 1998; Edson et al. 2004).
As a result, marine meteorologists and physical

oceanographers often divide the boundary layer close to
the ocean surface into the surface layer where wind
shear and buoyancy–stratification govern the turbulent
flow (i.e., an MO layer) and a wave boundary layer
(WBL) where additional scaling parameters are re-
quired for similarity. The search for these scaling pa-
rameters, and hypotheses for their use, has been going
on for many years (e.g., Charnock 1955; Miles 1957; Hsu
1974; Plant 1982; Geernaert et al. 1986; Donelan 1990;
Donelan et al. 1993; Dobson et al. 1994; Hare et al. 1997;
Johnson et al. 1998; Bourassa et al. 1999; Drennan et al.
2005), but consensus remains elusive.
This study presents results from several field programs

that we specifically designed to investigate the inter-
action of turbulent flow over surface waves in themarine
surface layer. These investigations rely on a set of data
collected from the R/P FLIP and an offshore tower
during theMarine Boundary Layer (MBL; Hristov et al.
2003), Risø Air–Sea Experiment (RASEX; Mahrt et al.
1996), and Coupled Boundary Layers Air–Sea Transfer
at Low Winds (CBLAST-LOW; Edson et al. 2007) pro-
grams sponsored by the Office of Naval Research. The
study also takes advantage of a dataset collected the
National Science Foundation (NSF) sponsored Climate
Variability and Predictability (CLIVAR) Mode Water
Dynamic Experiment (CLIMODE; Marshall et al. 2009)
conducted over two winter seasons in the North Atlantic
about the northern wall of the Gulf Stream.
The inclusion of the measurements made during

CLIMODE allows an investigation of the transfer co-
efficients at high wind speeds. The CLIMODE momen-
tum fluxes used in this investigation are provided by
the direct covariance (DC) technique from two highly
instrumented platforms: a moored 2.7-m-diameter foam-
hull buoy and a driftingAir–Sea Interaction Spar (ASIS).
The ASIS package included a Direct Covariance Flux
Systems (DCFS) with a sonic anemometer, infrared hy-
grometer, and motion correction system that provides
estimates of the momentum, sensible heat, and latent
heat fluxes using theDCmethod. TheASISwas deployed
during the January 2006 and February 2007 field pro-
grams for 10 and 14 days, respectively. A low-power
version of the DCFS (without the infrared hygrometer)
was deployed for 15 months on the moored buoy, as de-
scribed byWeller et al. (2012) andBigorre et al. (2013). The
ASIS and buoy used in CLIMODE are shown in Fig. 1.
The combined MBL, RASEX, CBLAST, and

CLIMODE dataset covers a wide range of sea states and
wage ages. The wave-age parameter cp/U10N , where U10N

is the wind speed at 10m adjusted to neutral conditions,

and cp is the phase speed of the waves at the spectral
peak, is shown in Fig. 2 for the CLIMODE, CBLAST,
and MBL experiments. The value of cp/U10N for fully
developed or mature sea is 1.2 (Donelan 1990), that is,
when the phase speed and wind speed are roughly
equivalent. This value is shown by the red line in Fig. 2.
Wave ages for young (developing) seas are smaller while
those for old (decaying) seas associated with swell are
larger. The wide range of wave ages associated with the
CLIMODE data is consistent with high-latitude wave
climatologies for the open ocean. The CBLAST data are
representative of an often swell-dominated coastal re-
gime over a three month period, while the MBL data
characterize the passage of a single storm over the open
ocean. While the fully developed seas occurred most
frequently in the composite dataset, there is a significant
percentage of data in both young and old seas to in-
vestigate the air–sea exchange under awide range ofwind
speeds and wave ages.

2. Parameterizations of momentum exchange

The exchange of momentum between the atmosphere
and ocean is difficult to measure directly over the ocean.
Instead, oceanographers and meteorologists often rely
on bulk formulas that relate the fluxes to more easily
measured averaged wind speed, temperature, and hu-
midity. These averaged variables are related to the flux
through transfer coefficients. For example, based on the
dimensional arguments, the exchange of momentum at
the ocean surface is expected to scale as the wind speed
squared:

t52rauw ffi raCDU
2
r , (1)

where t is the momentum flux or surface stress; ra is the
density of air; rauw represents the flux computed using
the DC method, where u and w are the fluctuating
alongwind and vertical velocity components, respec-
tively, and the overbar denotes a time average; Ur is the
wind speed relative to water (i.e., the air–water velocity
difference); and CD is the transfer coefficient for mo-
mentum known as the drag coefficient. The importance
of using relative wind speed is discussed in the appendix.
The quadratic relationship between wind speed and
surface stress is evident in Fig. 3, which plots DC esti-
mates from the field programs against the relative wind
speed adjusted to 10-m.
A widely used parameterization of the drag coeffi-

cient is Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Ex-
periment (COARE) algorithm developed during the
Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) COARE
(Webster and Lucas 1992) for low to moderate winds
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has been successfully used to compute bulk fluxes over the
oceans for decades. A fit to the data between jz/Lj, 0:04
and the mean of the data between jz/Lj, 0:01 both pro-
vide a von K!arm!an constant of 0.40, which is the most
commonly assigned value in the literature.
There is more uncertainty in the dimensionless shear

under stable conditions, but the same can be said for
surface layers over land. The average data follow the
Businger–Dyer function out to z/L ; 0.5 but then in-
crease less rapidly. The COARE 3.0 algorithm relies
on the formulation presented by Beljaars and Holtslag
(1991) for stable conditions, which models the roll off
under highly stable conditions using several tunable
parameters. The values used in the COARE3.0 function
agree well with the bin-averaged data as shown in Fig. 5.
It should be noted that the data do not compare well
with the RASEX parameterization under stable condi-
tions reported by Vickers and Mahrt (1999). However,
this discrepancy is effectively removed by limiting the data
to wind directions that provide long fetch. This restriction
is believed to removemany of the complications that arise
because of surface-layer adjustment from land to sea over
short fetch as described in Mahrt et al. (1998, 2001).
The agreement between the individual datasets and

previously used parameterizations strongly suggests that
the use of flux–profile relationships based on MO simi-
larity is valid in the marine surface layer for cp/U10N less
than 2.5. However, there are small differences between
the COARE 3.0 algorithm and the data over all stability
conditions. For example, the bin-averaged values of the
dimensionless shear under unstable conditions are slightly
lower than COARE 3.0 in near-neutral conditions and
fall above and below the line for more convective condi-
tions. In fact, the average data fall between the COARE
3.0 algorithm and the parameterizations reported by
Vickers and Mahrt (1999) in near-neutral conditions.
This suggests that the data may still be influenced by

waves, which violates the assumptions made for MO
similarity. For example, upon close examination of the
individual datasets, the RASEX data taken over shallow
water with generally younger sea conditions fall slightly
below the CBLAST and FLIP taken under moremature
sea conditions. However, these differences are subtle,
and an investigation on the impact of surface waves on
shear production is ongoing. Therefore, for the remainder
of this investigation, it is assumed that the measurements
are generally made above the WBL (i.e., for z $ 4m)
and that MO similarity is valid. Stability corrections are
made using the COARE 3.0 algorithm.

b. Neutral drag coefficient

The results from section 2a suggest that our mea-
surements are above the WBL. However, this does not

mean that surface waves do not strongly impact mo-
mentum exchange over the ocean. In fact, once the sea
becomes fully rough, the waves are expected to have
a first-order impact onmomentum exchange as roughness
elements. As such, waves strongly impact the lower
boundary condition of the wind profile (i.e., the roughness
length) even if they do not strongly impact the shape of the
wind profile. In this study, the role of surface waves in
momentum exchange through surface roughness is in-
vestigated using the neutral drag coefficient defined as
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where the subscript N denotes neutral atmospheric
stratification. The DC measurements of the momentum
flux are combined with stability-corrected wind speeds
to directly compute the neutral drag coefficient. These
measurements can then be used to develop parameter-
ization of the flux in terms of the surface roughness as
done in this investigation.
The COARE algorithm parameterizes the surface

roughness by separating it into two terms

z05 zsmooth
0 1 zrough0 , (6)

where zsmooth
0 accounts for ‘‘roughness’’ of the ocean

when it is aerodynamically smooth and the surface stress
is supported by viscous shear. The second term zrough0

accounts for the actual roughness elements driven by the
wind stress in the form of surface gravity waves (e.g., Liu
et al. 1979; Smith 1988; Fairall et al. 1996). The smooth-
flow component of the total roughness is often param-
eterized in terms of the roughness Reynolds number
(i.e., the ratio of the inertial to viscous forces), which
results in
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where n is the kinematic viscosity, and g is the roughness
Reynolds number for smooth flow, which has been de-
termined to be 0.11 from laboratory experiments. The
rough-flow component is often parameterized using the
scaling proposed by Charnock (1955):

zrough0 5a
u2*
g
, (8)

where a is Charnock coefficient, and g is the gravita-
tional acceleration. The Charnock coefficient is the
normalized roughness and takes the dimensionless form
of an inverse Froude number as it represents the ratio of
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of 8–12 m s −1 over the northerly swell, where wave age >1.7. At the highest wind speed during the event, the 
percentage difference in wind stress magnitude exceeds 10%. Conversely, wind stress is increased in WBF 
by ≈4% over fully developed seas (wave age <1.7) and high winds, consistent with the increase in z0 there 
(Figure 4c). By comparing to the direct momentum flux observations, we will determine in Section 4 if such 
reduced z0 and τ over swell conditions at moderate to high wind speeds are consistent with the observations. 
As COARE3.5 does not consider the misaligned waves with winds, these conditions may constitute a source of 
uncertainty in the parameterized z0 and τ via COARE3.5 WBF. As for the large wave age in the southeastern 
corner of the domain, it is concurrent with weaker winds (Figure 3a), and hence the assumptions about the 
swell under weaker wind seem valid in this region. This leads to a small difference in z0 between WBF and 
WSDF.
The altered stress directly influences the low-level winds via the surface drag. Here, we estimate the response in 
low-level winds at the lowest WRF model layer, at about 27 m above the sea surface. Figure 6c shows that the 
low-level wind is increased over the aerodynamically smooth sea surface due to swell by >0.5 m s −1, accounting 
for 5%–20% of the wind speed in WBF. In contrast, where young waves dominate in WBF, the wind stress is 
increased by 5% and the wind speed is decreased.

Figure 5. (a) Scatter plot of z0 (mm) versus U10N (m s −1) from wind-speed-dependent formulation in black and wave-based formulations color-coded to denote the 
corresponding wave peak slope (10 −2) defined as Hs/Lp where Lp is the peak wavelength. (b) A map of wave slope peak (10 −2), superposed with a contour of wave 
age = 1.7 on 8 January 2020 at 0600 UTC. (c, d) As in (a, b) except that colored scatters and shading denote the angle between the wind and wave directions (°).
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Because the COARE3.5 WBF assumes the wave stress as a scalar roughness parameter (i.e., 
waves are always oriented downwind and hence q=0), it ignores the misaligned wave effect on 
the surface roughness (Sauvage et al. 2022). Hence, the application of the COARE WBF in its 
present form to the ASTraL region will produce biased (low) estimates of surface fluxes, given 
the strong chance of coexistence of misaligned swell waves under high wind (Figure 3b, green).  
 
Figure 7 compares z0 and wind stress (t) from COARE3.5 WSDF and WBF from our tropical 
Atlantic Ocean simulations. The wind stress estimated from the COARE3.5 WBF produces the 
cluster of z0 and t that are distinctively lower than those from the COARE3.5 WSDF (black). 
This cluster corresponds to a wave age greater than 2.5 and moderately high wind for the tropics 
(8-12 m/s), indicating that the sea state is mixed with old and young waves. The measurements 
indicate that wind stress from WSDF is more realistic than that from WBF (Figure 7b). 
 
Our ongoing analysis also indicates that considering the directional misalignment between wind 
and wave (q≠0) under such conditions in the WBF alleviates this bias by elevating t and 
compares more favorably with the measurements (Figure 7b vs. Figure 8a). Dr. Jim Edson, the 
co-developer of the COARE, indicated that the next generation COARE v4.0 would continue to 
assume the scalar wave stress (q=0), given the difficulty of providing accurate estimates of wave 
and wind directions from observations in the open oceans. By using the wave model with full 
directional wave spectra, the SCOAR model (Section 3c) currently offers additional formulations 
to account for the misaligned wave effects (e.g., Figure 8a), which outperforms the default 
formulations. Yet, these revisions were based on analyses of (very) limited shipboard and 
autonomous measurements under the tropical Atlantic trade-wind (ATOMIC/EUREC4A). Given 
the persistent nature of swell in the Arabian Sea, the project should investigate the wind and 
wave measurements from various platforms (e.g., waverider buoys, ships, mooring) from 
ASTraL to provide more accurate region-specific refinement of the parameterizations. 
 

 
Figure 7: (a) Roughness length (z0, mm) vs. 10-m neutral wind speed (U10N, m/s) from the coupled model 
simulations for the tropical northwest Atlantic Ocean in January 2021. Black scatters are z0 from WSDF, 
while the colored scatter denotes z0 from WBF. The colors indicate the corresponding peak wave age. (b) 
As in (a) but for wind stress (t). The binned-scatter plot in gray is the wind stress directly measured from 
the R/V Ron H. Brown over the tropical northwest Atlantic. From Sauvage et al. (2022). 
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The COARE is also highly prone to bias in the mixed seas in part because it uses the wave 
period at the spectral peak (Tp) to compute the wave age and z0 and drag/exchange coefficients. 
It is well recognized from observations (Iyer et al. 2022; Jim Thomson at Univ. Washington, 
pers. comm.) that Tp fails to accurately describe wave conditions over the mixed sea. Tp is also 
highly sensitive to the spectral shape of the wave energy and the chosen filter. Our ongoing 
analysis indicates that when swell waves co-occur with the high wind (i.e., mixed sea), COARE 
WBF using Tp grossly overestimates the swell impact on wind stress (Figure 7), although 
observations suggest that the air-sea momentum flux should still be supported by the short wind-
waves (Sauvage et al. 2022). Our model offers revised formulations to represent the observations 
more accurately by using the spectrally-averaged wave period (Tm), along with the adjusted 
parameters, to depict the wave age for the mixed seas. This also helps mitigate the low-stress 
bias in the default formulation (Figure 7b vs. Figure 8b). The well-planned observations of waves 
and winds will refine such revised formulations over mixed seas in the Arabian Sea. 
 

 
Figure 8: As in Figure 6b, except that the COAR3.5 WBF is modified to (a) consider directional 
(mis)alignment between wind and wave (WBF_q), and (b) use the spectrally averaged wave period (Tm) 
rather than the spectral peak period (Tp). The cluster of low t in the mixed sea (wave age >2.5 and wind 
speeds of 8-12 m/s) observed in the default COARE3.5 WBF (Figure 6b) is eliminated in both cases as 
these alterations act to increase the surface drag in the mixed sea. These compare more favorably with the 
directly measured stress (Figure 7b). From Sauvage et al. (2022). 
 
We can also see a unique aspect of wind and wave conditions in June in Figure 6. Unlike the pre-
monsoon season, when the waves are misaligned with winds, the waves in the mixed seas in June 
are largely “aligned” with winds (the vectors in Figures 6a and d). This indicates that the “older 
wind-waves” (“young swell”) that constitute the mixed seas in June are not the Southern Ocean 
swell. Rather they are the southwesterly wind-waves driven by the Findlater Jet in the western 
Arabian Sea and, secondarily, the northwesterly waves caused by the summer Shamal wind 
events from the Persian Gulf (Aboobacker et al. 2011; Vethamony et al. 2011; Glejin et al. 
2013). These waves propagate into the southeastern Arabian Sea while remaining largely aligned 
with the directionally steady Findlater Jet. In some sense, this is reminiscent of the “older” wind-
waves observed under compact tropical cyclones, which can quickly become misaligned with the 
wind due to the rapid changes in wind direction (Chen et al. 2013). The difference here is the 
Findlater Jet serves as the nearly constant (steady) wind forcing, leading to phase speed and 
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these simulations, the WRF model is initialized and driven by 3-hourly ERA5 global reanalysis at 0.25° resolu-
tion (Hersbach et al., 2018a, 2018b), ROMS by the daily MERCATOR International global reanalysis at 1/12° 
resolution (Lellouche et al., 2018), and WW3 by seven spectral points obtained from the global 1/2° resolution 
WW3 simulations (Rascle & Ardhuin, 2013). The initial conditions for ROMS and WW3 were obtained from the 
respective ROMS-only and WW3-only spin-up simulations forced by ERA5 atmospheric forcing (starting from 
1 January 2019). In ROMS, the tidal forcing is obtained using the Oregon State University Tidal Prediction Soft-
ware (Egbert & Erofeeva, 2002) and applied as a 2-D open boundary condition by prescribing the tidal period, 
elevation amplitude, current phase angle, current inclination angle, the minimum and maximum tidal current, and 
ellipse semi-minor axes for 13 major tidal constituents. Daily climatology estimates of the Amazon and River 
and Orinoco River discharges are obtained from the Observatory Service SO-HyBAM database (https://hybam.
obs-mip.fr/), which are prescribed as point sources close to the river mouths in our grid.

The second set of simulations presented in Section 3 is identical to that of the 6-month-long simulations, except 
that WRF, ROMS, and WW3 are initialized from respectively 3-hourly ERA5 global reanalysis for the atmos-
phere and ROMS-only and WW3-only spin-up simulations for the ocean and waves as described above and run 
on a particular day (8 January 2020) as a case study investigation. The motivation for the short simulations with 
the identical initial condition is to isolate the immediate impacts on z0 and τ before the coupled feedback begins 
to alter the state variables. One could use the identical input state variables to estimate the air-sea fluxes offline 
using different COARE formulations. This yields similar results (not shown), indicating that the difference we 
show in Section 3 is not due to the difference in state variables, but due to the formulation difference. One notable 
advantage to use the fully coupled model simulation is that it allows for evaluating the wind response beyond 
the  surface layer (e.g., Figure 6c), and potentially large-scale feedback effects via the coupling.

Table 1 summarizes four experiments conducted in this study, where the only difference is in the way z0 is param-
eterized in COARE3.5. In the first run (dubbed WSDF), the wind speed only formulation is used (hence, only 
WRF-ROMS coupling), while in the second run (WBF), the default WBF is used (WRF-ROMS-WW3). These 

Table 1 
Summary of the Different Scripps Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Regional Experiments

Experiments z0 parameterization Relative wind Wave period Misaligned wave

WSDF Wind speed (Equation 5) Yes / /
WBF Wave age + wave steepness (Equation 8) Yes Tp No
WBF_θ Wave age + wave steepness (Equation 11) Yes Tp Yes
WBF_Tm Wave age + wave steepness (Equation 12) Yes Tm No
Note. WSDF, wind-speed-dependent formulation; WBF, wave-based formulations.

Figure 3. Snapshots of (a) 10-m wind speeds (shading, m s −1) and direction (arrows) and (b) peak wave age (shading) and wave peak direction (arrows) on 8 January 
2020 at 0600 UTC.
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of northeasterly trade winds with wind speeds of 7–13 m s −1, while the northern and southeastern parts of the 
domain experienced much weaker (<7 m s −1) easterly and northerly winds, respectively. Figure 3b shows the 
corresponding wave age and peak wave direction. In the Tradewind Alley region, surface waves were predomi-
nantly downwind with relatively small wave age, indicating the developing seas with young waves. Away from 
the trade winds, especially in the northern part of the domain, the wave vectors are generally misaligned with the 
local wind vectors, and the wave age is high, indicative of the swell-dominated sea state.
To illustrate sea state distribution differently, Figure 4a shows the probability density function (PDF) of wave age 
for the same period. Two distinct peaks of wave age stand out clearly. The first peak resides on wave age between 
0.8 and 1.7, corresponding to developing (young) waves to fully developed (mature) seas. The secondary peak is 
found over a wide range of wave age greater than 1.7, reaching up to 4–5, the latter representing swell. Indeed, 
the fact that there is a gap at 1.7 strongly suggests that the older waves are swell, as opposed to the continuum 
of longer/older wind waves. Thus, in this case, we choose to use 1.7 as a threshold for fully developed seas and 
not the usual value of 1.2 which is what you might expect for wind waves dominated region. As a matter of fact, 
this swell-dominated sea state is frequently observed in the ATOMIC region in the boreal winter (e.g., Jiang & 

Figure 4. (a) Probability density function (PDF) of wave age from the entire model domain on 8 January 2020 at 0600 UTC. The dotted vertical line denotes the wave 
age of 1.7, below (above) which the sea state is characterized as developing, equilibrium and slightly old waves (mature waves and swell). The upper panel of (b) is a 
scatter plot of z0 (mm) versus U10N (m s −1). z0 from wind-speed-dependent formulation (WSDF) is shown in black, while z0 from wave-based formulations (WBF) is 
color-coded to denote the corresponding wave age. The stacked PDFs of U10N in the lower panel of (b) are constructed when wave age is above 1.7 (red) and below 1.7 
(gray). (c) A map of z0 from WBF, superposed with a contour of wave age = 1.7. (d) A map of percentage difference of z0 between WBF and WSDF.
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Summary and Observational/Modeling Priorities 

Air-sea momentum exchange is supported largely by the short wind waves, not by swell.  
By using peak wave information and ignoring the misaligned wave effect, the COARE wave-

based formulation underestimates the surface drag and wind stress in mixed seas.

Observational Priority: 
• Need longer-term DCF and directional 

wave measurements.

• Leverage existing and future time series 

(BoB INCOIS, DYNAMO, OOI arrays, 
and TPOS).

Modeling Priority: 
• The formulations should be accurately 

incorporated / tested in numerical models.

- Spatial variability of the fluxes

- Impacts on simulation skills

• (Variously) Revised formulations exist and are being offered in the SCOAR model

• Many coefficients must be determined using very limited (regionally-biased) datasets.

• Regional refinement or regime-specific tuning of the formulations is needed.


